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1.Compatible System of Phone and BLE Version： 

Android 4.2 and above               IOS 8.0 及以 and above 上             BT4.0 
 

 

 

 

2. User Preparation 

Please make sure the device is full charged for the first time using. If not, take off the two straps, and connect the 
USB port into the computer or USB charger. 

3.APP “LEFUN HEALTH”Download  

Scan the QR Code   

 

iOS users can download the app“LEFUN HEALTH”from the store, Android users can scan the QR code 

4. Bracelet Connection  

First, Long press the touch button to turn on the bracelet, Make sure the smart phone bluetooth is on.  Second, 
Open the “LEFUN HEALTH”APP,  Press the top left corner, enter into the APP FUNCTION LIST, then press the 
APP icon-- press “Search”---,choose the right bracelet model namd and the MAC number, will show “Bluetooth 
pairing request”press “Pair”. 

5.Bracelet Operation 

When the bracelet sucessfully connected with the phone, the bracelet will syn the phone time, date.  
The APP will syn the bracelet sports datas, heart rate monitoring datas, blood pressure datas and etc.  
Short press the bracelet touch button to switch the function, long press the touch button to trun ON/OFF. 

6.Function Instruction 

●Home Display：Show Time, Date, Battery and etc； 
●Smart Alarm: Find the“Smart Clock”on APP, Set the time, press the time, can set the repeat mode,  press 



compelet to save the setting, the bracelet will vibrate when time arrived. 
●Pedometor：24 hours recording on bracelet，Clear barcelet datas at 24:00，can check datas from the APP； 
●Calories：24 hours recording on bracelet，Clear barcelet datas at 24:00，can check datas from the APP 
●Distance：Show the distance of movement； 
●Heart rate monitor：Automatically messure the heart rate when the fucntion switch to the Heart rate, or can 
press the heart rate monitor in APP，Datas will saved in the APP 
●Blood pressure：Automatically messure the Blood pressure when the fucntion switch to the Heart rate, or can 
press the heart rate monitor in APP，Datas will saved in the APP 
●Sleep monitor：Automatically record your sleep status with analyzing the deep sleep and light sleep hours, 
datas saved in app,  
●Sedentary Reminder：Open the function in APP and set the time duration, the bracelet will vibrate  
●Reminder for drinking：Open the function in APP and set the time duration, the bracelet will vibrate 
●Anti- lost ：Open the function in APP , the bracelet will vibrate when the phone is taken away 
 
●Message Reminder：Open the function in APP, the bracelet will vibrate when  
the phone comes a new message(SMS, QQ,Facebook, Twitter,Whatsapp,Wechat...) 
●Call  Reminder：Open the function in APP, the bracelet will vibrate when the phone comes. 
●Shake the bracelet to take photo：Open the function in APP, Then press the “Shake to take a photo”,enter 

into the camera, sake the bracelet to confirm. (Allow the APP to take photo and save the photo) 
●Find Bracelet：Press the function in APP, the bracelet will vibrate . 
 
*The company reserves the right to make changes to the contents of the specification without notice. 


